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 Jul 2010 20:53:10 */ /* (c) Copyright Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P., 2006 */ /* Author: Wolfgang Sourdeau */ #ifndef INCLUDED_kernel_pdata_MPI_H #define INCLUDED_kernel_pdata_MPI_H #include #ifdef __cplusplus extern "C" { #endif /* * Note: For reduced-rank communication to work, all processes must be * registered for this name space. * * Two typeclasses are
defined to deal with this requirement. * Class pm_init_call is used to indicate that a function is to be * called as part of the initialization sequence. Both classes * have an _init function that is called on allocation, and on * exit. If one returns NULL, the type class is deallocated. The * second returns a pointer to an initialized class; the allocator * then allocates this type class, calls the init function on it, *
and returns the pointer. * The obvious method for doing this is: * class_t *pm_init_call(char *, char **, char **); * However, it is not so easy to pass these three pointers * around without creating an intermediate layer of indirection * (that is, "result_t *"). * So instead the _init function takes the form: * void pm_init_call(class_t *); * The main reason for this unusual interface is that any * reference to

the result_t *, if the call fails, will cause the * class to be deallocated. The programmer need not (and generally * should not) know that the result_t * points to a type class * structure; this avoids that problem. The allocator takes care * to know whether it is allocating a result_t * and uses the * init function to set up the class properly, but the programmer * does not have to tell it to do that. * So for
example: * class_t *pm_init_call(char *, char **, char **); * is equivalent to 520fdb1ae7
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